(http://www.plagiarism.org/learning_center/what_is_plagiarism.html accessed 13 January 2009).
One can observe all such types of misbehaviour when running a journal such as HSJ. Often authors present a theoretical part of a paper having copied it from one or more sources, verbatim, or with alterations (especially smoothing at interfaces between "loans" from different sources). Then they present a case study, probably original. However, a casual reviewer may be misled into believing that the paper is a complete theoretical and empirical study, while it is in fact just a case study, which, if the theoretical part were absent, would likely be rejected. Such a situation is frequent in hydroinformatics papers, where the theoretical part is often imported in its entiretywithout any change or added value-from publications in the fields of informatics and systems science. Sometimes, in addition to copies of mathematical equations and verbatim reproduction of major parts of text, figures are scanned from the original publications, frequently without reference to the source, which in most of the cases is under copyright. We have seen cases where the verbatim reproduction of text includes errata that were present in the original source material, which sadly were not spotted and rectified by the authors.
In addition to recycling somebody else's papers, authors sometimes copy large parts of their own texts, previously published elsewhere. Such behaviour has also been met several times in HSJ-and is equally unacceptable. We aim to publish original and novel contributions and to promote immaculate scientific ethics. This is expected by the international hydrological community. Authors who do not respect these ethical rules harm HSJ and its prestige, cause significant delays in the processing of papers and create possible future legal problems related to copyright violation. These authors' misbehaviour impacts on Editors, Associate Editors and reviewers, whose roles are to assess the quality of the scientific content of a paper and to help the authors to improve it, rather than to act as detectives policing the process to identify whether substantial parts of the submitted paper are recycled or not. But, above all, these authors harm themselves because, sooner or later, as explained above, the fraud is very likely to be unveiled.
We conclude with a plea to HSJ readers and contributors to discuss these important ethical issues among colleagues. We appeal to all our authors to renounce the practice of plagiarism, and to our Associate Editors and reviewers to be vigilant. We should all collaborate to eliminate bad behaviour, to improve scientific ethics and to serve the science in general and our discipline, hydrological sciences, in particular.
On a more optimistic note, one can avoid plagiarism essentially by being confident in the originality and novelty of the work in its entirety and technically by being more careful in citing sources. When reporting very common knowledge, citing is often not necessary (unless a verbatim "loan" is made). In review papers, one should clearly indicate sources of material, either by using quotation marks when citing verbatim (as in the present editorial), or by summarizing the relevant findings, with appropriate references to sources.
